The immersed boundary method is both a mathematical formulation and a numerical method. In its continuous version it is a fully non-linearly coupled formulation for the study of fluid structure interactions.
Introduction
The severe stiffness which arises in the immersed boundary problems for the presence of the singular forces and the correspondingly strict time step limit in computations has been well-documented in the literature. 15, 19 This would suggest the use of a fully implicit method for the resolution of the strongly non linear coupled system of equations. Indeed one such a method was implemented by Tu and Peskin for Stokes flow, 19 but while it appeared to be unconditionally stable, it was however far too expensive for practical computations.
A stability analysis based on the modes of oscillation of a fiber immersed in a fluid was introduced by Stockie and Wetton in Ref. 18 and its influence on the choice of the time step size for various discretization schemes was further analyzed by the same authors in Ref. 17 .
The main aim of this work is to address the stability aspect of immersed boundary computations taking advantage of the natural energy estimates that arise from using a variational approach to the immersed boundary method, as introduced in Ref. 2, 3, 4, 5 .
We derive our analysis from the energy conservation properties of the continuous problem and in particular we ask our numerical method to adhere to the same principles. The strong non-linearity of the coupled problem and the difficulties connected to the Navier-Stokes equations themselves made us concentrate the theoretical analysis mainly on a simple two-dimensional model, where we neglected the non-linear term of the Navier-Stokes equations and we consider a simple elasticity model for the immersed structure.
Even in this simplified framework, the analysis is not trivial and no existence and uniqueness results for the immersed boundary problem are known to the authors. The work we present here is however capable of capturing the instability arising from the presence of the immersed boundary.
In Section 2 we briefly introduce the idea behind the immersed boundary method, as it was introduced by Peskin.
12 Section 3 is dedicated to the derivation of the easiest possible elasticity model while Sections 4 and 5 review the finite element approach as it was presented in Ref. 2, 3, 4, 5. In Section 6 we concentrate on the time stepping scheme. While it is possible to choose between a variety of methods to advance in time, we restrict our analysis to two extremely simple cases. The FE/BE and BE/BE schemes, that is Forward Euler / Backward Euler and Backward Euler / Backward Euler, where the difference is the treatment of the structure evolution in an explicit versus implicit way. In Section 7 we present the stability analysis for the continuous problem and we show how the finite element approach we use is able to preserve the same result also for the discrete-space/continuous-time case. The introduction of the time discretization by finite differences leads to a less accurate estimate in the fully discretized problem, however we are able to prove the uncondtional stability of the BE/BE scheme and we present a CFL condition for the FE/BE scheme. Section 8 is dedicated to the numerical validation of the results introduced in the previous section and we present some conclusions and plans for future works in Section 9.
The Immersed Boundary Method
One of the main difficulties that arises when dealing with fluid structure interaction problems is the fact that the flow and the material have a different "natural" framework. The usual way of describing the fluid motion is the Eulerian framework, where the typical variables of the system are the fluid velocity and pressure fields. On the other hand when dealing with the elasticity equations, it is natural to express the stress as a function of the displacements of the material particles from their reference position. Both problems are far from being completely understood and are still subject of both numerical and theoretical studies.
The non linearities that arise when dealing with the interaction between strongly deformable medias and incompressible fluids sum up the difficulties of these different frameworks, making it extremely challenging and difficult to treat the coupled problem in an accurate yet cheap way. To this extent, a lot of numerical models and tools have been developed but very few analytical results have been presented.
The idea behind the immersed boundary method lies on the observation that the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluids express nothing more than Newton's law F = ma in an Eulerian and "fluid-specialized" framework. While the behavior of a fluid is in general quite different from the behavior of an elastic solid material, from a mathematical view point this difference is evident only in the way the internal forces are generated. Qualitatively in a typical elastic material the cohesive internal forces tend to keep together neighboring particles, while in a fluid this tendency is more loose. The immersed boundary method consists in adding to the Navier-Stokes equations some additional "internal" forces concentrated on the particles of the "fluid-solid" material to compensate the fluid behavior with the missing elastic part.
While this can be quite a complication when we consider a well defined volume of material completely immersed in a fluid, its mathematical representation becomes somewhat easier and more rigorous when the material reduces to a thin membrane, ideally with no volume at all. While this restriction is not mandatory and many works have been presented where the immersed material is a three dimensional domain (see for example Ref. 20, 21) , in this paper we will concentrate mainly on the membrane case, presenting a numerical analysis of the stability of the immersed boundary method applied to volume-less and massless membranes of co-dimension one, immersed in a simple fluid domain.
Let Ω be a two or three dimensional domain containing the fluid and the elastic structure. We will refer to the usual Navier-Stokes equations to describe the dynamics of a viscous incompressible fluid:
Here ρ and µ denote the density and the viscosity of the fluid. The unknowns u(x, t) and p(x, t) are the velocity and the pressure fields, respectively. On the right hand side of the first equation in (2.1), F denotes the density of the body forces acting on the fluid. To ease the exposition we will neglect all body forces not strictly related to the immersed boundary, therefore here this term contains a singular vector field, which is zero everywhere, except on the portion of Ω occupied by the immersed structure. In this analysis µ is assumed to be constant, while ρ can be a function of (x, t), making this model capable of treating also non neutrally Buoyant materials that carry additional mass. Usually the fluid is assumed to have a uniform mass density ρ 0 , while the mass density of the immersed structure can be described introducing the excess Lagrangian mass density, that is the difference between the mass of the elastic material and the mass of the fluid displaced by it. In this paper we will consider only massless membranes, where this quantity is zero and does not appear in the equations. We refer the reader to Ref. 22, 10 for applications to problems with non constant mass density.
The immersed boundary is modeled as an elastic incompressible material laying along a simple closed curve or surface. Let q denote the Lagrangian coordinates in the initial solid domain Ω 0 , labeling a material point, or particle. The position of the same particle in the current solid domain at a time t is denoted by X(q, t), hence this represents the position in Ω of the material point which was labeled by q at the initial time. We are interested in expressing formally the force exerted by the structure on the fluid in terms of the elastic force density f (q, t) generated by the deformation of the immersed material itself. In the immersed boundary method this is achieved by mean of the defining properties of the Dirac delta distribution:
Here δ is the Dirac delta distribution in R d , with d = 2, 3 and it is used as a way to pass from the Lagrangian to the Eulerian formulation and the other way around by introducing an "implicit" change of variables. The force F given in (2.2) is the right hand side of (2.1) and takes into account in a unified way the interaction between the fluid and the immersed structure by adding "internal forces" generated by the particles marked as being part of the immersed material. This is a crucial point in the modeling of different applications, since it is the expression of f that takes into account the elastic properties of the structure.
The main characteristic of the terms added to the Navier-Stokes equations is the dependence on the physical position of the particles in the domain. This dependence ibm˙stab Numerical stability of the FEIBM 5 relies upon the main continuum mechanics principle: the momentum conservation equation
where a different choice of the Cauchy's stress tensor T generates both fluid and elasticity equations.
The main difference between the Navier-Stokes equations and the elasticity equations lies in the fact that in the former T is a function of the pressure and the velocity fields only, while in the latter there is also a dependence on the displacement from the reference position.
The Navier-Stokes equations on their own are not capable of providing this information, which is added back as a source term in the immersed boundary method. The use of Eq. (2.2) in the case of an immersed boundary of codimension one is equivalent to coupling the fluid and the structure problems in a classical way.
The evolution of the immersed structure is taken into account in a natural way by moving the particles, and therefore the generated added forces, along the streamlines of the velocity field induced by the material internal forces. That is, each particle is subjected to a so called no slip condition and has to satisfy:
which is a natural assumption if we consider the structure and the fluid to be formally the same thing. The original formulation of the immersed boundary method accounts to the resolution by finite differences (with the introduction of a suitable approximation of the Dirac delta distribution) of the following problem. Problem 1. Find u, p and X which satisfy:
Conditions (2.9) and (2.10) represent boundary and initial conditions relative to the Navier-Stokes equation (2.5)-(2.6); other boundary conditions could also be used. The last equation (2.11) is the initial condition for (2.8) which drives the motion of the immersed structure.
A Simplified Elasticity Model
We introduce here a toy elasticity model which is the key to understanding the nature of fluid structure interaction, stripping out all unnecessary difficulties arising from the use of realistic models, such as shells or plates models. The use of such models is of course possible, but the aim of this work is to concentrate on the numerical instabilities arising from the immersed boundary formulation alone.
Let us restrict ourselves to the case of a viscous incompressible fluid in a two dimensional square domain Ω containing an immersed massless boundary in the form of a curve.
14, 13 To be more precise, for all t ∈ [0, T ], let Γ t be a simple closed elastic curve, the configuration of which is given in a parametric form, X(s, t), 0 ≤ s ≤ L, X(0, t) = X(L, t) where the parameter s marks a material point and L is related to the unstressed length of the boundary.
We stress here the fact that the configuration of the immersed boundary is not in general given with an arc-length parametrization, as the important fact to notice is that any given s represents a particle of the immersed boundary, i.e. s should be considered a Lagrangian variable, rather than a parameter, moving at the same velocity of the fluid, which in general does not preserve the distance between particles.
The force generated by the element of boundary ds on the fluid is f (s, t)ds. In the most general case this force can be computed from the unit tangent τ and the boundary tension T (s, t) which can be determined by a generalized Hooke's law of the form
This expression is motivated by the fact that the distance between two points along the curve Γ t is given by |dX| = |(∂X/∂s)ds| and that the distance between the same two points in the reference configuration is |ds|. To supply the fluid with the missing internal elastic forces we make the tension a function of the ratio of these distances and of the elastic properties of the material itself. Moreover, if the reference configuration is unstressed the strain can be computed as |∂X/∂s| − 1. The direction associated with the tension T is that of the curve itself and it is indicated by the unit tangent
The elastic force acting on a segment between two points s = a and s = b from outside the segment is
Since the curve is massless, this force is entirely transmitted on the fluid occupying the same region of the curve. From the arbitrary choice of a and b, it follows that the local density force applied by the curve to the fluid is given by
The easiest possible model one can use is to assume a stressed initial configuration with zero length at rest and T proportional to |∂X/∂s|. In this very special case we obtain from (3.3) and (3.2)
where κ is the elasticity constant of the material along the immersed boundary. We remark here that even with this extremely simple model it is possible to simulate a very wide class of test cases by a small modification in Eq. (3.4) that takes into account a variable κ, both with time and space.
Similar models were used, for example, to model the blood flow in the heart,
13,11
the fluid flow in collapsible elastic tubes 16 or a flapping flexible filament in a flowing soap film.
22,23

Variational Formulation
The spatial discretization of the original version of the IBM is done by means of finite differences. This requires the construction of two independent grids, one for the Eulerian variables and the other for the Lagrangian variables. The only restriction, which is imposed in order to avoid leaks, is that the Lagrangian grid is sufficiently fine in order for the distance between the values of X at two adjacent points of the Lagrangian grid to be less than the Eulerian mesh size h. The main issue is the computation of the force in (2.7) due to the presence of the Dirac delta distribution. This has been realized by the construction of a suitable approximation function δ h , which is nonsingular for each h and approaches δ as h → 0 (we refer to Ref. 12 for a detailed description of such a construction).
More recently, in Ref. 2, 3, 4, 5, 20, 21 a finite element approach to the spatial discretization of the IBM has been proposed. In Ref. 20, 21 the finite element scheme is based on a Petrov-Galerkin weak form of the Navier-Stokes equations and a variational formulation of the momentum equation, which governs the deformation of the solid. The coupling between the fluid and the structure is based on the reproducing kernel particle method (RKPM) introduced in Ref. 9 .
Our spatial discretization is based on the use of standard finite elements in the approximation of the Navier-Stokes equation and on the discretization of the immersed boundary by continuous piecewise linear elements. Our approach is different from that of Ref. 20, 21, since we deal with the force term involving the Dirac delta distribution in a variational way, so that there is no need of approximating it.
In order to apply a finite element method, we need to introduce a variational formulation of both the Navier-Stokes equations and the force formulation (2.7).
Let Γ t denote the immersed boundary, that is a one dimensional curve Γ t in the two dimensional domain Ω, then let X(s, t) denote a material point on Γ t , where the variable s gives the Lagrangian representation and varies in the interval D = [0, L]. We observe that, in equation (2.7), the boundary force F is multiplied by a two dimensional Dirac distribution, over a domain of dimension one, so that the resulting force density F is a one dimensional Dirac distribution along Γ t and the following Lemma holds true.
The proof can be obtained extending the one given in Ref.
2.
In view of the finite element discretization of the problem, we introduce a variational formulation of equations (2.5)-(2.6). We will consider the simple two dimensional model where the fluid domain Ω is a square region, containing an immersed massless elastic boundary in the form of a simple closed curve Γ t . Using the previous notations, D = [0, L] is the Lagrangian domain and the material points on the curve are represented in parametric form by X(s, t), 0 ≤ s ≤ L. Since the curve is closed we enforce that X(0, t) = X(L, t) for t ∈ [0, T ]. Taking into account the force density expressed in (3.4), the variational formulation of Problem 1 reads:
In (4.2) and (4.3), (·, ·) stands for the usual scalar product in L 2 (Ω), while < ·, · > denotes the duality pairing between H −1 (Ω) 2 and
(Ω) containing the elements with zero mean value.
We observe that a further condition on X should be added, so that for all s ∈ [0, L] and t ∈ [0, T ], we have X(s, t) ∈ Ω. However, since we enforce an homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition on u, equation (4.5) implies that if X reaches the boundary of Ω then it remains on ∂Ω for all the successive times.
When the immersed boundary has co-dimension one, as in this case, Problem 1 can be rewritten using a standard formulation by considering separately the fluid equations inside and outside the immersed boundary. To this extent we refer to Ref. 14, 8 , where it has been proved that along the immersed curve the following conditions are satisfied
where [·] denotes the jump across the immersed boundary a .
Space Discretization by Finite Elements
Let us introduce the finite element spaces which will be used in the spatial discretization. Let T h be a subdivision of Ω into triangles or rectangles. We denote by h x the biggest diameter of the elements of T h . We then consider two finite dimensional sub-
It is well known that the pair of spaces V h and Q h need to satisfy the inf-sup condition in order to have existence, uniqueness and stability of the discrete solution of the Navier-Stokes problem (4. 
where P 1 (I) stands for the space of affine polynomials on the interval I. For an element Y ∈ S h we shall use also the following notation
The first step, in order to introduce the discrete counterpart of Problem 2, is the computation of (4.4) for all X h ∈ S h and for all v ∈ V h . We integrate by parts the integral on the right hand side of (4.4) taking into account that X h 0 = X h m and that v is continuous, obtaining:
a We notice that [φ] = φ + n + + φ − n − is scalar when φ is a vector, a vector parallel to the normals n + and n − when φ is a scalar and a vector in general not parallel to n when φ is a tensor.
We write the last integral as a sum over the subintervals [s i−1 , s i ], use the fact that X h is linear, so that its derivative is constant, and arrive at:
where ∂X h i (t)/∂s denotes the derivative of X h (t) on ]s i−1 , s i [. Reordering the terms in the sum, we get:
(5.4)
Notice that the right hand side of (5.4) is meaningful, since v is continuous as it is required for the elements in V h . We also observe that it is possible to derive (5.4) in a different way based on physical interpretation. We can think of the discrete massless elastic boundary as being made of a series of springs joining each two consecutive points X h i and X h i+1 . Assuming massless springs with zero length at rest and elastic constant γ i , the force φ i exerted on each of the two end points of the segment is proportional to the displacement from the rest position, given by ∆x i . We assume the rest position to be the one where all the distinct material points lye one over the other. This is expressed by the well known equation for ideal springs:
(5.5)
In our case the elongations of the two segments to which the i-th point belongs, are given by (X h i±1 (t) − X h i t)) and they are responsible for pulling the two end points X h i±1 (t) towards X h i (t). On the other hand, each of the two end points pulls X h i (t) with a force which has the same intensity and the opposite direction, and the resultant is given by: Figure 1 illustrates this interpretation. If we assume the spring constants to be
we obtain an expression of the force equivalent to that presented in (5.4). Eq. (5.7) stresses once again the fact that X(s, t) should not be seen as a parametrization, albeit we use indifferently this name instead of Lagrangian representation. This ibm˙stab Numerical stability of the FEIBM 11 It would also make sense to refer the parametrization of the boundary to a given rest position, but the tension model we are using does not take into account the length at rest of the boundary, as this is zero.
The spatial finite element discretization of Problem 2 then reads:
(5.13)
Time Discretization by Finite Differences
To solve numerically the fully coupled problem it is necessary to introduce an appropriate time discretization. We will concentrate on a partial linearization of Problem 3, neglecting the convective terms of the Navier-Stokes equations. The natural and simplest choice if one wants to maintain stability in the solution of ODE problems is to use an implicit method, such as the backward Euler method. However in Problem 3, the Navier-Stokes equations (5.8)-(5.9) are strongly coupled through the source term (5.10) with the system of ordinary differential equations given by (5.11) and, even neglecting the convection term in the Navier-Stokes equations, an implicit method implies the resolution of a fully nonlinear coupled system of equations at each time step. Even though this approximation is far too expensive, it has the advantage of being unconditionally stable, as already noted numerically by Tu and Peskin in Ref. 19 . We will not report numerical experiments on this approach (referred in the sequel as the Backward Euler/Backward Euler, or BE/BE scheme) because of its difficult and extremely expensive implementation. We will however show that in theory this approach is unconditionally stable. A natural alternative to the fully implicit method is the use of a semi-implicit modification, which is probably the most used scheme in the literature thanks to its ease of implementation.
We will refer to this time stepping technique, which couples the pressure and diffusion implicitly in a Stokes solve while treating the elastic terms explicitly, as the Forward Euler/Backward Euler (in short FE/BE) scheme, following the notations of Ref. 17 . We will show that this method is not asymptotically stable and we will give an appropriate CFL condition needed for it to remain stable.
Let ∆t denote the time step and let us indicate by the superscript n an unknown function at time t n = n∆t, so that the number of time steps needed to reach the final time T is N .
In general the FE/BE time discretization (as well as one substep of the BE/BE one) implies three steps: given the approximation X n h of X at time n∆t, we calculate F ) to the linearized Navier-Stokes equations with the given load and we finally move the immersed boundary, getting X n+1 h . Of course in the fully implicit BE/BE case this is not possible, as it requires the knowledge of the immersed boundary position at time (n + 1)∆t, requiring an iterative procedure to be carried on. We will nonetheless describe formally the two schemes in a unified way. Problem 4. Given u 0h ∈ V h and X 0h ∈ S h , set u 0 h = u 0h and X 0 h = X 0h , then for n = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1 (1) compute the source term
Where Y is X n h in the FE/BE scheme and X n+1 h in the BE/BE one.
The FE/BE scheme here introduced is computable, while to use the BE/BE scheme (here introduced only formally), some sort of iterative scheme has to be used. We refer to Ref. 19 for the derivation of one such a scheme and we will only give some theoretical results about its unconditional stability, concentrating a bit more on the FE/BE scheme from the numerical view point.
Stability Analysis by Energy Estimates
A previous stability analysis for a single fiber immersed in a fluid was proposed by Stockie and Wetton in Ref. 18 , who also investigated its implications on the time stepping techniques in Ref. 17 .
The fiber modes arising from a linear perturbation of a straightened fiber immersed in a infinite fluid were analyzed in Ref. 18 to show how these modes, which are present also in the absence of the convection term, capture the qualitative behavior manifested in computations and have a much bigger influence on the choice of the time step size compared to the influence of the Navier-Stokes modes themselves.
A wide variety of "approximate implicit" methods have been proposed to address this issue, and they helped in easing the severe stability restrictions in problems with extremely large elastic parameters, however it is our experience that the added cost of the iteration embedded in each time step essentially wipes out any advantage that would have been gained by taking larger time steps. The predominance of semi implicit schemes, which are extremely simple to program, is thus not surprising in the literature.
We prove here the uncoditional stability of the fully implicit method, and present the CFL conditions that need to be satisfied to preserve the stability of the semiimplicit numerical schemes.
The stability results we obtained are rigorous for the simplified elastic models here presented, but offer a guideline for the study of the problem stability also in more general cases as the conditions that arise are dependent on the formulation of the potential energy of the immersed boundary (which in turn depends heavily on the adopted elasticity model) and on the "quality" of the deformations with respect to the reference configuration, which are computable also in more complicated cases. An extension of the CFL conditions here presented will be the subject of future works.
Stability of the continuous problem
When the forcing term is expressed as in Section 3, the following stability estimate holds true for the solution of the continuous Problem 2: Proof. Take v = u in (4.2), use (4.5), and integrate by parts, recalling also (4.3). The desired bound then follows.
The equality (7.1) states that at any given time t, the total energy of the system, given by the sum of the kinetic energy of the fluid 
∂X(t) ∂s
2 0,D , is smaller than the initial energy and in particular the difference between the total energy at time t and the total initial energy is completely dissipated into the fluid, according to the viscosity µ.
This equilibrium equation tells us that the system tends to minimize the total energy and that eventually the fluid will stand still. This is of course true only if the force term f is not active, as is the case of our simplified model. In more general cases it will be necessary to change the potential energy of the elastic material to reflect the case under study.
Ideally one would like to preserve this equilibrium also on the numerical approximation. While this is still possible if we consider only a space discretization, as soon as we approximate the time dependency of the problem by finite differences, we loose this nice strong consistency, and this loss is reflected by some "artificial" energy injected or taken away from the system by the time approximation.
We would like to stress here the fact that the numerical instability that we are trying to insulate is not due to the "buckling" of the elastic material (which is not present here because we use a "zero-measure" model for the elastic material), nor to the finite element approximation. Stockie and Wetton in Ref. 17 analyzed the influence of the spatial discretization by finite differences on the stability, and showed that the approximation of the Dirac delta distribution which is needed in order to properly formulate the numerical problem is itself a source of stability perturbation.
In our method the only source of numerical instability related to the presence of the immersed boundary comes from the time discretization b , as in our case the Dirac delta distribution is taken into account in a variational way.
Stability of the space discretized problem
If we now consider the finite element space discretization for the problem introduced in Section 5, an analogous equilibrium result can be obtained in the same way as we did for Lemma 7.1.
∈ Q h and X h (t) ∈ S h be a solution of Problem 3, then it holds:
Proof. Following the same line as in the proof of the continuous case, let us take v = u h (t) in (5.8), use (5.9) and integrate by parts the nonlinear advective term, then we obtain:
(7.3) Using (5.11) and the fact that X h is piecewise linear, we can deal with the sum in the right hand side of (7.3) as follows
The desired estimate is then obtained inserting the last equality in (7.3).
As we anticipated, the equilibrium equation for the total energy of the system is satisfied also in the spatial finite element discretization of Problem 2. Note however that this is property is generally lost when we discretize in time.
Stability of the space and time discretized problem
The main stability restrictions on explicit computations for the immersed boundary method arise not from Reynolds number effects, but rather from a large elastic forcing parameter. While implementing a better fluid solver might provide improved resolution of the fine-scale boundary layer effects present at high Reynolds number (convection-dominated) flows, it will not help in dealing with the stiffness in immersed boundary computations arising from the elastic forcing terms, which have been shown to be present even in the absence of convection Ref. 18 .
In this section, we will show a comparison between the fully implicit BE/BE and the semi-implicit FE/BE schemes, providing a proof for the unconditional stability in the first case, and a CFL condition in the second case.
The idea behind the discrete energy estimates we provide here lies on a reproduction of the techniques used for the continuous energy conservation estimate. We would like to remark that we could not derive a similar estimate for the time-only discretized problem, as our demonstration takes advantage of the added regularity that we obtain thanks to the use of continuous finite elements for the space discretization of the velocity. Theorem 1. Let u h , X h be a solution of the BE/BE scheme in Problem 4.
The following discrete energy inequality holds: Proof. To ease the notations, we will drop the subscript h from our spatial discretizations and we will indicate with X i the i-th point of the discretized immersed boundary. If we multiply the first equation of Problem 3 by u n+1 , and use the equation that describes the discrete evolution of the boundary and the divergence free constraint we obtain the following equation:
∆t .
As we are considering a closed parametrized curve X(s) where X(0) = X(L), it is possible to give a meaning to negative indexes, simplifying a bit the notation. In the sequel negative indexes i will refer to points on the "other end" of the discretization, i.e. i = −j is equivalent to i = m − j.
If we write explicitly the derivation with respect to the parameter s, by considering that we are using a piecewise linear approximation of the boundary we can write the right hand side of the previous equation (after a change in the summation index) as follows:
where we used the implicit discretization of the ode in the BE/BE version of Problem 4 and the elementary relation
Eq. (7.6) and Eq. (7.5) together give the result.
Theorem 1 shows that even if in the BE/BE case we do not have the same equilibrium property as in Lemma 7.2, we are still sure that the energy behavior of the system is comparable with the continuous case, in the sense that, independently from the step size, the energy of the system decreases at each time step more than in the continuous case, as if we added an "artificial viscosity". On the other hand, if we use the FE/BE disretization scheme, such an inequality is not possible as the artificial viscosity is not added but subtracted and we have to impose the decreasing total energy property by a careful choice of the time step size. The following estimate permits us to perform such a control: Theorem 2. Let u n h , X n h be a solution at time t = n∆t of the FE/BE scheme of Problem 4 and let L n be defined as
then the following discrete energy inequality holds:
Proof. Proceeding similarly to the proof of Theorem 1 we can write
where we remark here that the sign of the last term is the opposite of the one in Eq. (7.6).
We can estimate the difference u n+1 (X
by considering the segment γ i joining the two points X n i−1 and X n i . By the integral calculus theorem it is possible to write
If we callT i the union of the elements in T h containing γ i , by a trace inequality and an inverse estimate we can write 11) which gives us
where C = C in a fluid element, which together with Eqs. (7.9-7.10) gives:
Theorem 2 gives a quantitative estimate of the artificial energy introduced into the system by the FE/BE numerical discretization.
For the problem to remain stable, i.e. with bounded energy, it is evident that some care has to be taken on the choice of the time step size, the fluid mesh size and the immersed boundary mesh size. The needed CFL condition to maintain the property of decreasing total energy is summarized in the following lemma:
then the following discrete energy inequality holds: 
Proof of concept
To verify numerically the results stated in Theorem 2 and Lemma 7.3 we set up the extremely simple test problem of a balloon at rest inflated and immersed in the same fluid, which translate in our numerical framework in a circle with radius R ≤ .5 immersed in the middle of the square domain [0, 1] 2 (we used R = .4), with null initial velocity u and initial parametric representation given by
Notice here that we parametrized the immersed boundary by arc length. One consequence of this choice is the fact that the force density per unit length of the boundary, if we use the tension formulation given by Eq. (3.4) , is the curvature of the circle times the elastic constant of the immersed material, that is κ/R, directed towards the center of the circle along its radii.
For this extremely simple test problem we can use the jump conditions expressed in Eq. (4.9) to derive the exact solution: The aim of this simple simulation was to show the accuracy of our CFL condition in the simplest possible case. Figures 3 and 4 show the dependency of the stability on the CFL parameter given by
Lemma 7.3 says that if η n is kept below µ/C for all n = 1, · · · , N − 1, then the energy of the system decreases during the simulation.
In our exact solution, the energy of the system should remain constantly equal to the potential elastic energy of the immersed boundary.
In Figures 3 and 4 we plotted the evolution of the normalized total energy of the system and the evolution of the η n parameter during time for different values of κ, ∆t and h x . All the computations we performed show the same results as far as the stability is concerned. It is evident that when the η n parameter gets too close to a threshold which here seems to be near .8 then instabilities arise, and the energy explodes. The simulation in these cases stops without reaching the final time t = 3, because the immersed boundary starts oscillating too heavily and it ends outside the computational domain.
In Ref. 4, 5 it was already noted how a wise choice of the spatial discretization parameters h s and h x (namely h s ≤ h x /2) was needed in order to preserve other important physical quantities, like the area (or volume) of the region inside the immersed boundary. From this stability analysis it is evident however that not only it is useless from the view point of the accuracy to refine the boundary more than necessary, but it can also lead to instability of the method.
The program used to compute these examples has been written in C++ with the support of deal.II libraries(see Ref. 1 for a technical reference). The pictures have been obtained both with Matlab and with IBM Opendx c .
Conclusions
We have recalled the formulation of the immersed boundary method and its variational formulation as found in Ref. 2, 3, 4 . The key idea is to express the action of the immersed boundary in terms of a concentrated load to the fluid dynamics, governed by the Navier-Stokes equation, by means of a Dirac delta distribution. Choosing the correct strategy for the approximation of the delta distribution has been one of the major challenges for the developers of the original immersed boundary method (see, e.g. Ref. 12) . In this paper we presented a numerical stability analysis of the finite element immersed boundary method, which in particular does not depend on a regularization of the Dirac delta distribution. The unconditional stability for the fully implicit time stepping technique (referred to as the BE/BE scheme) and a CFL condition for the semi-implicit time stepping technique (FE/BE) were presented. Previous work in this direction was carried on in Ref. 18, 17 , by analyzing the vibrational modes of immersed fibers and their influence on the time-stepping technique. Our approach follows a somewhat different path, by asking the numerical method to satisfy physical conditions like the conservation of the total energy of the system. Our numerical experiments show good accordance between the theoretical results and the instability that sometimes arise during the immersed boundary problem computations. We are currently working on the extension of these results to more complex elastic models, as well as to the three-dimensional framework. 
